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Radon is an invisible, odourless, tasteless, radioactive gas. It is formed by the disintegration of 

radium, which is a decay product of uranium. Radon emits alpha particles and produces several 

solid radioactive products called radon progenies or daughters. Some amounts of radon gas and 

radon daughters are present everywhere in the soil, water, and air. Particularly high radon levels 

occur in regions where the soil or rock is rich in uranium. Certain soils and rocks that contain 

high levels of uranium also store natural deposits of radon: granite, phosphate, shale, 

pitchblende. Radon is emitted by radium in the ground, groundwater and building materials. It 

can enter the indoor air where it and its decay products accumulate in poorly ventilated areas.  

After radon is produced in the soil it is released into small air or water containing pores 

between soil and rock particles. This transportation of radon throughout soil is primarily 

accomplished through alpha recoil and the mechanical flow of air and water throughout the 

soil. Alpha recoil is defined as the process by which an atom (radon) recoils in the opposite 

direction from the path of particle ejection following the radioactive decay of its parent atom. 

Transportation throughout soil and within these pores is also somewhat facilitated by diffusion 

and convection. The diffusion constants for radon in air and water, 10-2cm2/sec and 10-

5cm2/sec, respectively, indicate that diffusion of radon is a relatively slow process and the 

movement of radon is therefore not significantly affected by this mechanism 

(http://enhs.umn.edu/hazards/hazardssite/radon/radonintro.html).  

Harmful levels of radon and radon daughters can accumulate in confined air spaces, such as 

basements and crawl spaces. Radon daughters are inhaled with air and deposit in the lungs. The 

lung absorbs alpha particles emitted by the radon daughters. The resulting radiation dose 

increases the risk of lung cancer. Acceptable levels of radon in "dwellings" which includes homes 

or public buildings like schools or hospitals, is 200 Becquerel per cubic metre (200 B/m3) 

based on the Government of Canada Radon Guideline.  

Physical and chemical characteristics of Radon: 

 

- an odorless, tasteless, invisible gas that mixes with air 

- chemically inert and essentially non-reactive 

- heaviest noble gas with highest melting and boiling point 

- highly soluble in non-polar solvents 

- moderately soluble in cold water 

- able to diffuse through rock and soil 

- decays by alpha particle emission (T 1/2 = 3.8 days) 

http://enhs.umn.edu/hazards/hazardssite/radon/radonintro.html
http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/ewh-semt/radiation/radon/guidelines_lignes_directrice-eng.php


 

Products of radioactive Radon: 

 

- decay products are solids and are called daughters or progeny 

- the ratio of progeny to radon gas ranges from 0.2 - 0.8 (average 0.4) 

- radon progeny are short-lived ( 0.16  milliseconds to 26.8 minutes) and long-lived (up to 

22.3 years) 

- eight decay steps from radon-222 produce stable lead-206 

- radon daughters polonium, Bismuth, Astatine and Lead are alpha particle emitters and can 

attach to air particles 

- alpha particles, when inspired, can potentially cause physical cellular damage 

 

 



Methodology and results, presented by Gabriel Edery and Jonas Beaumier: 

 

We used a Safety Siren Pro Series HS71512 3 Radon Gas Detector to perform our 

measurements. The device location was chosen, according to standards, by an interior wall at a 

height of 0.8 m to 2 m (3 to 6.5 feet) from the floor in the typical breathing zone, however, at 

least 50 cm (20 inches) from the ceiling and 20 centimetres (8 inches) from other objects so as 

to allow normal airflow around the detector. The device was set up for short time 

measurements (about one week each) but if the detected doses become critical it has to be 

switch on long time measurements (about 30 day each). So far, all the rooms that we have 

tested are way under the threshold of 200 B/m3.  

 

 
 

Vanier Location  Radon Emission [Bq/m3] 

D-161 Storage room 0 

D-152 (through Teacher's lounge) 32 

BSET basement A-001 34 

H Building basement 45 

N-017 New building Mechanics room   44 

 



 

 

Currently we are working on making a pump that would allow us to sample the air in the whole 

room since the detector can only detect the radon that comes in contact with it.  

We also had to apply a lot of the knowledge that we’ve acquired during our time in Vanier 

College. For example, Jonas Beaumier is working on a difficult mathematics problem.  What he 

has done is apply the radioactive decay law to not just radon, but to a system of radon and all 

it's progeny until they become stable.  His approach has been to use what we learned in 

Differential Equations, a science option course at Vanier, to solve the problem. Using a 

combination of analytical and qualitative techniques, he's figuring out how the system should 

behave.  One of the things he noticed are “bottle-necks” in the decay process, particularly with 

an isotope of Lead, which has the largest half-life time of 22.3 years compared to the others 

(Polonium = 164.3 micro sec; Astatine = 1.5 sec; Thalium = 1.3 min; Mercury = 8.1 min; 

Bismuth = 5 days; etc.).  We already knew that if Radon is present, then lead should appear 

quite literally out of air.  What his model seems to be telling us though, is that there is a portion 

of that lead which is going to be radioactive.  Jonas believes that this can be exploited to 

actually find out the concentration of Radon in the air.  This approach would be analogous to 

assessing the size and speed of the truck that hit a pole by looking at the damage caused to the 

pole.   
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